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Intego to Participate in the 2009 Macworld Expo, San Francisco
Published on 11/21/08
Intego, the Macintosh security specialist, is once again looking forward to meeting users,
media representatives and partners at the world's leading Macintosh trade fair, the
Macworld Conference and Expo, from January 6-9, 2009. This is the most exciting and
prestigious Macintosh trade fair in the world, a major event where Apple regularly
announces new products and unveils its latest innovations.
Austin, TX - Intego, the Macintosh security specialist, is once again looking forward to
meeting users, media representatives and partners at the world's leading Macintosh trade
fair, the Macworld Conference and Expo, from January 6-9, 2009. This is the most exciting
and prestigious Macintosh trade fair in the world, a major event where Apple regularly
announces new products and unveils its latest innovations.
With nearly 50,000 visitors last year, some 500 exhibitors, more than 100 speakers and
hundreds of media representatives, the entire Macintosh world is present, and Intego will
take up residence for four days with its familiar green castle at booth 820 in the South
Hall.
"We'll be showing off our full line of software, and focusing on how our technologies fit
in to the enterprise and educational environments," said Laurent Marteau, CEO, Intego.
"The time is ripe for Macs to become more common in the enterprise, especially with the
changes Apple is bringing to the next version of Mac OS X."
Intego's security experts will be on hand to present and demonstrate the company's
Macintosh security software, NetBarrier, VirusBarrier, ContentBarrier, Personal Backup,
Personal Antispam, FileGuard and Internet Security Barrier, as well as its server side
solutions, VirusBarrier Server, VirusBarrier Mail Gateway and Remote Management Console.
Intego will also be presenting new 2009 versions of its Dual Protection line of software,
which provide security features for Mac OS X and Windows. And Intego will have special
offers on its software available only on the show floor, as well as some exceptional deals
on software bundles.
Intego:
http://www.intego.com

Intego develops and sells desktop Internet security and privacy software for Macintosh.
Intego provides the widest range of software to protect users and their Macs from the
dangers of the Internet. Intego's multilingual software and support repeatedly receives
awards from Mac magazines, and protects more than one million users in over 60 countries.
Intego has headquarters in the USA, France and Japan.
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